Fields of Exile

2015 Canadian Jewish Literary Awards â€” Winner, Fiction Judith finds the courage to stand
up for her beliefs and protest anti-Semitic hypocrisy. Judith is a young woman who lived in
Israel for a decade, was a peace activist there, and defines herself as left-wing, yet in graduate
school back in Canada, she discovers that vilification of Israel is the expected norm. When the
keynote speaker for Anti-Oppression Day turns out to be a supporter of terrorist attacks not
only against Israeli military targets, but also against Israeli civilians and Jews around the
world, Judith protests. As a result, she is marginalized by the faculty and her peers, and her life
begins to unravel. This is a moving novel about love, betrayal, and the courage to stand up
for what one believes, as well as a searing indictment of the hypocrisy and intellectual sloth
that threaten the integrity of our society. Wistful Woman painting on the cover was created
by Peter Worsley (http://www.peterworsley.com/), and used with the artistâ€™s permission.
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Nora Gold's Fields of Exile is a gripping tale. It is also a novel of ideas in the tradition of
George Eliot, Doris Lessing and Marge Piercy, but one that is filled with. Nora Gold's Fields
of Exile addresses an issue that has become an uncomfortable fact of life for Jewish faculty,
staff and students on North American university. Certain political issues are so combustible, so
emotionally fraught, that debate â€“ even discussion â€“ about them feels perilous. High
stakes narrow fields of vision, . Fields of Exile has 74 ratings and 24 reviews. Mary said: In
Fields of Exile, author Nora Gold takes on the BDS movement with courage and authority,
prov.
â€œI am grateful for a work of fiction that honestly animates what is all too actual and true.
Indeed, so far as I know, Fields of Exile is the first fictional portrayal of a. Review by Bob
Goldfarb. Meet Judith Gallanter. She's dating a man who doesn't fit her idea of the perfect
husband, she's reluctantly studying for a Master's. Given the virulent and irrational anti-Israel
climate prevalent on college campuses, Nora Gold's insightful and fluid novel is most
welcome. Read Fields of Exile by Nora Gold with Rakuten Kobo. Canadian Jewish Literary
Awards â€” Winner, Fiction Judith finds the courage to. Fields of Exile, a new novel from
Toronto writer Nora Gold, lowers the reader into this ideological cauldron from the
perspective of her idealistic. Fields of Exile is a portrait of love and hate. The heroine, Judith,
loves Israel. And the book's finest writing details that love in beautiful, sensual. Get the Fields
of Exile at Microsoft Store and compare products with the latest customer reviews and ratings.
Download or ship for free. Free returns.
Novel: Nora Gold, for Fields of Exile (Dundurn Press). Scholarship: James A. Diamond, for
Maimonides and the Shaping of the Jewish Canon (Cambridge.
NAIM KATTAN, author of Farewell Babylon and Reality and Theatre â€œNora Gold's Fields
of Exile restores one's faith in the possibilities of the novel. It is truly a.
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